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In this article Holmes describes how war fever has gripped the home front. 

 
 

We all take a pride in sharing the epidemic economy of the time. Only bread and 
the newspaper we must have, whatever else we do without. 
 
 How this war is simplifying our mode of being!  We live on our emotions, as the 
sick man is said in the common speech to be nourished by his fever.  Our common mental 
food has become distasteful, and what would have been intellectual luxuries at other 
times are now absolutely repulsive. 
 

. . . 
 
 The first [symptom of war fever] is a nervous restlessness of a very peculiar 
character.  Men cannot think, or write, or attend to their ordinary business.  They stroll up 
and down the streets, they saunter out upon the public places.  We [Holmes uses the 
editorial “we” to refer to himself.] confessed to an illustrious author that we laid down the 
volume of his work which we were reading when the war broke out.  It was as interesting 
as a romance, but the romance of the past grew pale before the red light of the terrible 
present.  Meeting the same author not long afterwards, he confessed that he had laid 
down his pen at the same time that we had closed his book.  He could not write about the 
sixteenth century any more than we could read about it, while the nineteenth was in the 
very agony and bloody sweat of its great sacrifice. 
 
 Another most eminent scholar told us in all simplicity that he had fallen into such 
a state that he would read the same telegraphic despatches over and over again in 
different papers, as if they were new, until he felt as if he were an idiot.  Who did not do 
just the same thing, and does not often do it still, now that the first flush of the fever is 
over?  Another person always goes through the side streets on his way for the noon 
extra—he is so afraid somebody will meet him and tell the news he wishes to read, first 
on the bulletin-board, and then in the great capitals and leaded type of the newspaper. 
 
 When any startling piece of war-news comes, it keeps repeating itself in our 
minds in spite of all we can do.  The same trains of thought go tramping round in circle 
through the brain like the supernumeraries [minor actors] that make up the grand army of 
a stage-show.  Now, if a thought goes round through the brain a thousand times in a day, 
it will have worn as deep a track as one which has passed through it once a week for 
twenty years.  
 

. . . 
 



Another symptom of our excited condition is seen in the breaking up of old habits.  
The newspaper is as imperious as a Russian Ukase [proclamation with the force of law]; 
it will be had, and it will be read.  To this all else must give place.  If we must go out at 
unusual hours to get it, we shall go, in spite of after-dinner nap or evening somnolence.  
If it finds us in company, it will not stand on ceremony, but cuts short the compliment 
and the story by the divine right of its telegraphic despatches. 
 

War is a very old story, but it is a new one to this generation of Americans.  Our 
own nearest relation in the ascending line remembers the Revolution well.  How should 
she forget it?  Did she not lose her doll, which was left behind, when she was carried out 
of Boston, then growing uncomfortable by reason of cannonballs dropping in from the 
neighboring heights at all hours,--in token of which see the tower of Brattle-Street 
Church at this very day?  War in her memory means ’76.  As for the brush of 1812, “we 
did not think much about that”; and everybody knows that the Mexican business did not 
concern us much, except in its political relations.  No!  War is a new thing to all of us 
who are not in the last quarter of their century.  We are learning many strange matters 
from our fresh experience.  And besides, there are new conditions of existence which 
make war as it is with us very different from war as it has been. 
 

The first and obvious difference consists in the fact that the whole nation is now 
penetrated by the ramifications of a network of iron nerves which flash sensation and 
volition backward and forward to and from towns and provinces as if they were organs 
and limbs of a single living body.  The second is the vast system of iron muscles which, 
as it were, move the limbs of the mighty organism one upon another.  What was the rail-
road-force which put the Sixth Regiment in Baltimore on the 19th of April but a 
contraction and extension of the arm of Massachusetts with a clenched fist full of 
bayonets at the end of it? 
 

This perpetual intercommunication, joined to the power of instantaneous action, 
keeps us always alive with excitement.  It is not a breathless courier who comes back 
with the report from an army we have lost sight of for a month, nor a single bulletin 
which tells us all we are to know for a week of some great engagement, but almost hourly 
paragraphs, laden with truth or falsehood as the case may be, making us restless always 
for the last fact or rumor they are telling.  And so of the movements of our armies.  To-
night the stout lumbermen of Maine are encamped under their own fragrant pines.  In a 
score or two of hours they are among the tobacco-fields and the slave-pens of Virginia.  
The war passion burned like scattered coals of fire in the households of Revolutionary 
times; now it rushes all through the land like a flame over the prairie.  And this instant 
diffusion of every fact and feeling produces another singular effect in the equalizing and 
steadying of public opinion.  We may not be able to see a month ahead of us; but as to 
what has passed, a week afterwards it is as thoroughly talked out and judged as it would 
have been in a whole season before our national nervous system was organized. 
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